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Financing in the Fund Lifecycle

◼ Early Stages of Fund Life

▪ Fund has no assets/investments yet

▪ All or substantially all capital commitments are uncalled

▪ Subscription Facility is most attractive financing option

▪ Subscription Facility borrowing base will be based entirely on uncalled capital of

creditworthy investors

▪ Lack of assets (or cash flows) should be irrelevant to lenders and is not a source of

repayment or collateral

▪ Fund will often want the facility in place immediately upon first equity closing so that it is

available in connection with even initial investments and capital calls

▪ Generally a negotiated business point as to whether the facility can be drawn prior to the

Fund’s first capital call



Financing in the Fund Lifecycle (cont’d)

◼ Later Stages of Fund Life/Mature Funds

▪ Fund has acquired a portfolio of assets/investments and has actual or projected cash flows

▪ Assets may produce regular distributions (i.e. loan assets that generate 

monthly/quarterly interest payments)

▪ Assets will produce larger/chunkier distributions upon liquidation, payoff, sale

▪ Uncalled Capital Commitments are diminishing as capital is called from investors to acquire 

investments (and/or Investment Period may be concluding)

▪ Asset-Based Facility is most attractive financing option

▪ Asset-Based Facility borrowing base will be based on value of assets that are included 

▪ Source of repayment will initially be distributions (as described above)

▪ Lenders will also look to transferability of assets upon an exercise of remedies as part of 

overall credit analysis
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Financing in the Fund Lifecycle (cont’d)

▪ Use of Proceeds will vary depending on stage of Fund

▪ Accelerate distributions to investors

▪ Increase return to investors by acquiring additional investments without calling additional capital

▪ Lenders may want to sweep a set percentage of distributions (often based on LTV Ratio)

received by the Borrower if use of proceeds is to pay dividends to investors but may be willing

to live with a smaller (or no) sweep if those funds are being used to acquire additional assets

that will be subject to a security interest in favor of the lenders

▪ Potential Structuring Issue

▪ Although Asset-Based/NAV Facilities are often incurred at the later stages of a Fund’s lifecycle, it

is important to think about even at the earlier structuring stages

▪ If, for example, assets will need to be in a special financing vehicle for purposes of an asset-

based financing, execution will be simpler if those assets are initially acquired into the financing

vehicle and not into the Master Fund (or similar concept)

▪ Moving assets for purposes of Asset-Based/NAV financing could lead to timing delays,

especially if those assets required consent to transfer (i.e., GP consent from underlying funds

in fund-of-funds, borrower consent in debt funds, etc.)
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Loan to Value (LTV) Ratio: Introduction 

◼ The Loan to Value (LTV) ratio (i.e., Debt to Asset ratio) is one of the key components in any 

NAV facility

◼ It is the most straightforward way for lenders to assess the strength of the assets as compared 

to the amount of leverage of the borrower and other obligors

◼ LTV ratio triggers are used for cash sweeps, mandatory prepayments and events of default

▪ A typical facility may have cash sweeps when the LTV ratio is 10% greater than the initial 

LTV ratio, mandatory prepayments at a ratio 5% greater than that and an event of default at 

a ratio 10% greater than that (e.g., an initial LTV of 25%, cash sweeps at 35% LTV, 

mandatory prepayment at 40% LTV, event of default at 50% LTV)

◼ Initial LTV ratio and other LTV ratio triggers also often affect pricing and the inclusion and 

strength of other financial covenants that are intended to measure the creditworthiness of the 

obligors

◼ LTV ratios are very dependent upon asset class, asset diversification and expected pricing

◼ Cure LTV is another LTV ratio threshold common in NAV facilities
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Loan to Value (LTV) Ratio: Intro (cont’d)

◼ LTV ratio measures the amount of the loan compared to the value of the assets

◼ Key considerations:

▪ Amount of the “L” 

▪ Does it mean only the amount of principal outstanding under the NAV facility?

▪ Or: Does it include interest?  Does it include other debt of the borrower or other obligors?  Does it 

include other liabilities of the borrower or other obligors, including deferred purchase price 

obligations?  Does it include any debt at the asset level (for assets that are able to incur debt)?

▪ Cash 

▪ Does cash get netted against the amount of the “L” or counted as part of the value of the assets?

▪ Does cash count when it’s in any account of the borrower or other obligors or only when in a 

pledged account, or only when it is in a complete blocked account?

▪ Value of the Assets (the “V”)

▪ What is the basis for valuations?

▪ Are the values subject to any haircuts due to concentration limits, advance rates, ratings?

▪ When are valuations subject to adjustments?
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LTV: Valuation of Underlying Assets

◼ Source of valuation of underlying assets is dependent upon asset class

◼ Loans

▪ Performing loans are often based on outstanding balance of those loans

▪ Non-performing loans are often based on a third party valuation service (e.g., Loan Pricing Corporation
(LPC), Markit Partners, LoanX Inc., etc.) report

▪ Delayed drawdown loans based on unfunded commitments

▪ Purchase price of loans may also be used

◼ Secondaries

▪ Generally will be the value reported to borrower from underlying sponsor

▪ If there is a difference between the value reported by the underlying sponsor and the value reported to the
borrower’s investors, the reported value to investors controls

◼ Public securities

▪ Closing price on date of determination

◼ Other assets

▪ Values as reported by third party valuation firm

▪ Values as reported by borrower consistent with internal valuation policies

▪ Newly acquired assets may be valued based on acquisition price
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LTV: Valuation of Underlying Assets (cont’d)

◼ The valuations that aggregate to the “V” in LTV may be subject to adjustments

◼ On an aggregate basis:

▪ A quarter-end value can be adjusted for acquisitions and dispositions and distributions from 

assets and capital commitments funded into assets post-quarter-end

▪ Cash position of borrower is added to the value of the hard assets of the borrower/obligors

◼ On an individual asset basis:

▪ Underlying funding obligations

▪ Deferred purchase price obligations

▪ Debt at asset level

▪ Non-performance (consistent with valuation policies)

▪ Material Investment Event (including bankruptcy, failing to make underlying capital 

commitment, change of control, etc.)

▪ Concentration limits – this is more common for borrowing base calculations
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LTV: Valuation of Underlying Assets (cont’d)

◼ Value of assets can be subject to challenges by the lender, sometimes called appraisal rights

▪ If the assets are valued by a third party valuation firm as reported by the borrower, appraisal rights are 

less common

◼ Third party valuation firms

▪ Asset class will be determinative for choosing valuation firms

▪ Reliable firms for loan assets will be different than those for secondaries or private equity LBO assets

◼ Triggers for appraisal rights

▪ Any reported value by a borrower – but then the frequency of appraisal rights will be limited and 

lender will be penalized for appraisals that don’t result in either significant markdowns in value or in 

triggering an LTV threshold

▪ Material Investment Events, especially if there is already a markdown by a borrower based on its 

internal valuation policies

◼ Re-appraisal rights

◼ Other considerations

▪ Time limits, frequency, only accepting appraisal values that significantly change the value of the asset
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LTV: Thresholds

◼ There are numerous different LTV ratio thresholds commonly used in NAV facilities

▪ Initial LTV, Target LTV , Release LTV, Threshold LTV, Maximum LTV, Cure LTV

◼ Initial LTV serves as a threshold for events including permitting the borrower to incur additional 
debt or for the borrower to be free from complying with certain covenants

◼ Target LTV may be a threshold for incurrence of debt by the lenders (i.e., lenders will not lend if 
pro forma LTV is greater than Target LTV

◼ Release LTV is the trigger that would block distributions and/or withdrawals from collateral 
accounts

◼ Threshold LTV is the trigger for (one or more of the following) (i) mandatory cash sweeps, either 
episodically or quarterly, (ii) mandatory prepayments in order to get LTV back within acceptable 
levels, or (iii) asset sales, if cash is not on hand.

◼ Maximum LTV generally triggers either (i) a mandatory prepayment in order to get the LTV in 
compliance with the threshold (or 5% below the threshold), or (ii) an event of default

◼ Cure LTV is generally 5%-10% lower than any LTV test that would trigger a severe 
consequence under the NAV facility
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LTV: Thresholds (cont’d)

◼ LTV calculations are needed in order to determine compliance with the various LTV thresholds

◼ Because the LTV thresholds are essential pieces of NAV facilities, the LTV ratio calculations

need to be done carefully

◼ Administrative ease and compliance is very dependent upon whether the LTV ratios can be

tested on regular intervals (i.e., quarterly) or if LTV ratios need to be calculated on a consistent

basis for maintenance (non-incurrence) financial tests

◼ If valuation of assets happens infrequently, such as quarterly, then even maintenance tests

should be based upon most recently available quarter-end values, potentially as adjusted,

depending upon timing

◼ For assets with easily available asset valuations (i.e., margin loans), LTV ratio calculations

should be able to be done more frequently by an administrator

◼ Important for borrowers to fully understand LTV reporting and testing prior to entering into NAV

facilities in order to be able to determine feasibility of compliance
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Reporting

◼ Borrower Financial Statements

▪ Quarterly (usually limited to first 3 quarters of fiscal year, 45-105 days after quarter-end)

▪ Annual (90-180 days after year end, depending on type of Borrower/asset pool)

▪ GAAP vs IFRS

▪ No “going concern” in audit

▪ Monthly Reports – less common, but sometimes a monthly “loan tape” or similar report will 

be generated by a third-party custodian or collateral agent

▪ NAV Reporting – important negotiated point as to what NAV reporting is based on 

(underlying GP reports, third party valuations, market data (for broadly syndicated loans) 

etc.)

◼ Compliance Certificates

▪ With each delivery of annual or quarterly financial statements

▪ Bring-down of representations and warranties/no default certification

▪ Compliance with financial maintenance covenants and LTV

▪ Summary of acquisitions and dispositions during the applicable period
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Reporting (cont’d)

◼ Borrowing Base Calculation

▪ Borrower must calculate the Borrowing Base (including concentration limits and other relevant 

information) with each borrowing and quarterly (certain triggers may require more frequent delivery)

◼ Timing Considerations

▪ Fund borrowers will often be reliant on receiving underlying asset-level reporting to be able to 

generate financial reports to lenders

▪ When do underlying GPs report to fund-of-funds?

▪ When do underlying obligors delivery financial statements to 

▪ Consider how much time the Fund borrower needs to incorporate data it receives and 

generate its own stand-alone financial statements

◼ Other Reporting Triggers/Events

▪ Asset write-downs

▪ Default/Event of Default

▪ ERISA Event

▪ Material judgment or monetary default
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Reporting (cont’d)

◼ Pass-Through Reporting

▪ Many lenders will request that all reports received from the underlying assets be delivered

directly to the lenders (or a third party agent/custodian)

▪ Borrowers need to be careful about confidentiality obligations in underlying investment

documents

▪ Does the credit/loan/financing agreement permit the sharing of borrower financials with

a financing source of a lender?

▪ Does the Limited Partnership Agreement of an underlying fund permit the sharing of GP

quarterly reports with a financing source of a limited partner (i.e. the fund-of-funds)?

▪ If the Fund Borrower is invested in PE Fund XYZ, the Fund Borrower may receive a

report from the GP XYZ detailing the NAV and performance of each underlying

portfolio company but may not be permitted under the terms of the PE Fund XYZ

LPA from sharing that report with its lenders.

▪ Lenders may need to be limited to aggregate NAV of PE Fund XYZ, as reported in

Fund Borrower’s financial statements (and a certification from Fund Borrower that it

accurately reflects what was reported to them by GP XYZ)
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Remedies

◼ Upon an Event of Default, Lenders (acting through the Administrative Agent) will have typical 

remedies of a lender or secured party under a secured credit facility, including:

▪ Acceleration of outstanding amounts

▪ Ability to terminate unfunded commitments

▪ Deliver “Notice of Exclusive Control” or “Activation Notice” under springing account control 

agreements

▪ Exercise customary offset rights

▪ Foreclose on Collateral

▪ Dispose of collateral in a UCC sale

◼ Lender may also have additional information rights upon an exercise of remedies

▪ Borrower may be required to deliver additional documentation related to borrowing base 

collateral

▪ Additional underlying fund documents in a borrowing base of fund interests

▪ Additional loan documents in a borrowing base of loan assets
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Remedies (cont’d)

◼ Mitigating Factors Prior to Exercise of Remedies

▪ Standstill

▪ “Standstill” refers to the ability of a Fund borrower to call capital prior to a secured party

having the right to exercise remedies.

▪ Typically, a timeline would be as follows:

▪ Event of Default is triggered

▪ Secured Party gives Borrower written notice of intent to exercise remedies

▪ Borrower has [5] business days to call capital

▪ If Borrower has called capital sufficient to either cure the underlying EOD or payoff

the facility in full then remedies are frozen until the [15-20] business day (depending

on timing in fund documents to receive capital call proceeds)

▪ If capital is not called by [5th] business day or proceeds are not received by [15-20th]

business day then remedies are available to the secured party
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Remedies (cont’d)

▪ Cure Plan

▪ Some facilities will provide the Borrower with the right to submit a “cure plan” or 

analogous term which, subject to certain parameters, would toll the ability of the secured 

party to exercise remedies

▪ For example in a borrowing base made up of syndicated loans, if the Fund has 

executed on assignment agreements that would generate enough proceeds to cure 

the Event of Default (or payoff the facility in full) but a certain period of time is 

required for those trades to settle, the secured party would not be able to exercise 

remedies during that time period

▪ Negotiated parameters for this will usually be focused on certainty of execution (i.e. 

binding assignments agreements (just need time for settlement) vs engaging an 

investment banking firm to sell private equity assets (no buyer yet, no certain 

minimum proceeds)
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Remedies (cont’d)

◼ Right of First Refusal

▪ Prior to any sale by the secured party, the Borrower (or its affiliates) have a right to 

purchase the collateral

▪ Borrower’s right is conditioned upon ROFR exercise generating sufficient proceeds to 

satisfy all obligations to secured party

▪ Borrower will have a short period to give notice of exercise ROFR so as not to have chilling 

effect on secured party’s potential buyers

▪ Once notice is given, a longer period will often be in effect to actually close the purchase 

(i.e. 10 BD to give notice, 60 days to settle/close)
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Hybrid Facilities 

▪ (i)  Single tranche hybrid facility

▪ One tranche and one group of lenders

▪ One single combined borrowing base

▪ Capital commitments

▪ NAV

▪ Different advance rates

▪ Pari passu sharing of collateral

▪ LTV applies to the entire facility
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Hybrid Facilities (cont’d)

▪ (ii) Tranche A/B structure

▪ Two tranches

▪ Tranche A: Capital commitments

▪ Tranche B: NAV

▪ Two groups of lenders

▪ Different maturity and interest rate

▪ LTV test limited to Tranche B

▪ Cross-collateralization

▪ Intercreditor arrangement
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Asset Pool 

▪ (i) NAV assets: varies from transaction to transaction
▪ Equity investments

▪ Debt investments

▪ Real estate properties

▪ Others

▪ (ii) Eligibility tests
▪ Legal and beneficial ownership

▪ First priority lien

▪ Jurisdiction

▪ Transfer restrictions

▪ Solvency
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Asset Pool (cont’d)

▪ (iii) Portfolio Limits:

▪ Different limits based on underlying assets

▪ Typical Concentration / Diversification limits

▪ Industry sector

▪ Number of investments

▪ Investment limits
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Transfer Restrictions

▪ (i) Private equity investments

▪ Contractual restrictions

▪ Due diligence review

▪ (ii) Relevant US case law

▪ (iii) Foreign investments

▪ (iv) Holding structure

▪ (v) Pledge of assets vs. pledge equity of owner of assets
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Collateral Release

▪ (i) Purposes of release: 

▪ Sales

▪ Distributions

▪ Reinvestments

▪ (ii) Release LTV

▪ (iii) Other release conditions, such as no default, etc.

▪ (iv) Reg U consideration

▪ (v) Club deals and multiple lender collateral accounts
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NAV Related Covenants

▪ (a) Mandatory Prepayments

▪ NAV triggers

▪ Sales of assets

▪ Impairment to significant assets

▪ (b) Restrictions on Debt/Lien

▪ Debt/liens carveouts
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NAV Related Covenants (cont’d)

▪ (c) Restrictions on investments

▪ Investment strategy

▪ Investment holding structure

▪ (d) Restrictions on Dispositions

▪ Reinvestments allowed

▪ Treatment of cash proceeds

▪ (e) Restrictions on Distributions
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